Nucleotide sequence of Escherichia coli pabA and its evolutionary relationship to trp(G)D.
We have determined the entire nucleotide sequence of Escherichia coli pabA. A comparison of the nucleotide and amino acid sequences of pabA and trp(G) D reveals extensive homology, suggesting that these two genes arose from a common ancestor. pabA and trp(G) D are 44% homologous at the amino acid level and 53% homologous at the nucleotide sequence level. The nucleotide sequences can be divided into regions of high homology, in which most nucleotide changes occur in the third position of codons and do not effect the amino acid sequence, and regions which show almost no DNA homology. Divergence in these non-homologous regions appears to have resulted from single-base substitutions as well as the rearrangement of small regions of DNA by inversion, deletion and duplication.